


The Origins of Beauty

VillaTosca’s Traveling Seminar 



Contemporary culture has made the voyage a kind of apprenticeship, and travel is a powerful creative stimulus for designers and 

decision making people.

The Traveling Seminars created by VillaTosca are multidisciplinary experiences that enrich and widen the participants’ cultural horizons through 

a total immersion in selected places and cultures.

VillaTosca’s Traveling Seminar 



The cultural and environmental frame of the Traveling Seminars creates an ‘estrangement’, a deviation that involves perception and perspective, 

geography and culture, that enables the birth of ideas. 

In the scientific world, it is well known that “serendipity”, or accidental luck, at times allows the researcher to grasp new knowledge in an intuitive 

and immediate way. 

A voyage bears within itself the concrete possibility of illumination which one can reach through lateral thoughts, sensory stimulation and spiritual 

experiences accomplished within the landscape and the culture.

VillaTosca’s Traveling Seminar 



VillaTosca’s Traveling Seminar by boat

Traveling and life on board



Traveling and life on board
Yachting offers high sensations of liberty, mental and ideal freshness. 
The flow of time and its rhythms, the inner space, and the outer one, 
offer unforgettable emotions. 
At the same time, to be “tasted”,  a ship demands an uncommon capacity 
of adaptation. 



Traveling and life on board Against the huge external spaces and the vastness of the sea and the sky, 

comes the efficient use of every single inner space. 

The acknowledgment of which, since the beginning of the Traveling Seminar, 

helps to overcome the inevitable correlated small inconveniences.



Traveling and life on board   “Ea”



Traveling and life on board   Wake 66



Traveling and life on board   Wake 66



VillaTosca’s Traveling Seminar

Traveling Seminar in Sicilia: The Origins of Beauty



Summer Program 2012

Traveling Seminar in Sicilia: The Origins of Beauty



Seminar program 2012 Traveling Seminars are organized under request for small groups of 

maximum six people in the summer season, from three to seven days 

including transfers from and to the airport.

Day 1 –

Day 2 – 
  

Day 3 – 7 

Arrival at Lamezia Terme airport
Transfer to Tropea port 

Accommodation on board

Excursions along Aeolian Islands 
and Sicilian Coasts

Breakfasts and meals on board, dinners upon
request at local typical restaurants

During the excursions nights on board, upon request at Hotel

  
Back to Tropea port 

and transfer to Lamezia Terme airport

Lamezia terme
International airport

Aeolian island

Palermo coast
Tropea 
     Imbarcation marina

Lamezia terme
International airport

Aeolian island

Palermo coast
Tropea 
     Imbarcation marina

Please choose from these 2 schedules at summer, 2012.



Seminar program 2012 Aeolian islands and Sicilian coasts offer a unique frame 
to stimulate creativity in a relaxing cultural  and natural 
background. 



Seminar program 2012 Since the dawning of civilization the obsidian of the Aeolian 
Islands began to change the natural environment up until the 
construction of wonderful monuments. 



Seminar program 2012 Learning from nature and culture will be even more effective 
in small groups arranged by the Traveling Seminar.



Seminar program 2012 Learning from nature and culture will be even more effective 
in small groups arranged by the Traveling Seminar.



Seminar program 2012 Learning from nature and culture will be even more effective 
in small groups arranged by the Traveling Seminar.



....come with us...take care of your life



via Cenisio 36 - 20154 Milano
tel: +39.02.3180.6511 fax: +39.02.3180.6530 

e-mail: organization@dmcvillatosca.it


